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Tell us briefly about yourself

I‘m a seasoned IT Management Professional living in San Francisco. 
I love scenic landscapes in the desert and reading Howard Marks 
memos @oaktree

What is your overall approach to investing; 
what are your objectives, and what do you 
like about investing on your own behalf?

I think about minizining risk and compound interest. I love the 
approach of mixing passive and active investments. Pay yourself 
first, don’t give up!  

How do you feel about real estate investing? 
What do you like about it, and how does it 
factor into your overall portfolio?

Real Estate investing is tangible and new to me. I think it’s a great 
alternative to my active passive stock-heavy portfolio. 

How do you feel about the various vehicles 
for real investing - direct ownership vs. 
passive investing through a platform (like 
EquityMultiple) vs. REITs?

They all have a place in one’s portfolio. REIT’s, albeit more 
conservative, are a great entry point to real estate. As you 
progress in interest and your personal wealth, a platform like 
EQUITYMULTIPLE is a great introduction to how to access and 
evaluate private deals; both debt and equity. I am learning so 
much just by participating and excited about how easy it is to 
lever an alternative investment via the EQUITYMULTIPLE portal.
 

Why do you invest with EquityMultiple?

Ease of use. Exposure to deals that I would not normally have 
and the pure excitement of something new. EQUITYMULTIPLE 
makes it easy and transparent for investors to find offerings that, 
in the past, might have only been word-of-mouth and/or siloed to 
traditional avenues such as pension or family office investors.

info@equitymultiple.com • (646) 844-9918 • equitymultiple.com

“EQUITYMULTIPLE makes it easy and transparent 
for investors to find offerings that, in the past, might 
have only been word-of-mouth and/or siloed to to 
traditional avenues”

Anthony Arrigotti
IT Professional

These testimonials may not be representative of the experience of other customers  

and is no guarantee of future performance or success.


